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About Us
We at Reyna Infra Projects LLP are bringing the best solution for building, construction &
installation of newer infrastructure. We have expanded its whole concept into PreEngineered Buildings, Enterance Automations, Solar Panel Mounting Structures, etc. This
way, we are providing the most time-saving, cost-effective and reliable solution of
installing new infrastructure. By working as a manufacturer we are serving our esteemed
customers with a range of Industrial Deck Sheets, Polycarbonate Rooﬁng Sheets, Steel
Structures, Industrial Steel Shed Structures and other products. And to provide Design
Drawing, Installation of Roof and Panel, Technical Adversary Services, etc., we are also
working as a service provider.

Ever since RIPL has stepped foot into the industry all it has seen is growth & development
by nurturing the market with the most reliable & tailor-made solutions for construction.
The ultimate vision of our company is to create a trustworthy status in the corporate
sector by creating strong relations with customers.
Besides this, the major reason of our fast growth is our esteemed customers as through
their recommendation we have 90% of total turnover by reference orders. This way, our
organization is cementing its position with time and building a vast network base in the
market.

Quality Control
We are a complete quality focused ﬁrm, which ensures delivery of most reliable
construction material, prefabricated buildings, etc. The quality assurance process begins
from the procurement of raw material, which we source the best from the market
including Mild Steel, Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steel, Color Coated Steel, ENB, etc.
We are following strict quality assurance procedures to ensure the quality of each offered
item. Each item ranging from Polycarbonate Rooﬁng Sheets, Industrial Steel Shed
Structures, to others passes through our Visual, NDT, DPT, X-Ray, DFT, Third Party SAE
and other quality tests.
Through all this, we ensure that our offered items are ﬁt for applications in Petro Chemical,
Oil and Gas, Engineering, Pharma Company, Residential and Commercial Buildings, etc.

Our Products

Steel Structure

Heavy Steel Prefabricated
Structure

Prefabricated Mezzanine Flooring

Prefabricated Structure

Industrial Steel Shed Structure

Prefabricated Tubular Structure

Structural Prefabricated Shed

Prefabricated Steel Shed

Pre Engineered Building

Prefabricated Factory Building

Prefabricated Warehouse

Deck Sheet
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